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ABSTRACT

The problcm of finding the optimal shape of a continuous structure is ~ using, altematively, hcuristic,
cvolutionary and mixcd cvolutionary and hewistic optimization stratcgies. Boundaries arc represcntcd by
B-splines. Two hcuristics for minimizing the wcight of a structure subjcct to limits on von Mises stresses and
geometrical constraints arc implementcd: 'gcncralizcd biological growth' and 'pcnalizcd biological growth'.
Penalized biological growth adds to gcneralizcd biological growth a control for shape changes. This control
il bascd on the overallstatc of constraints satisfaction in the structure. The two bcuristics arc vcry efficient at
improving the designs. but they do not yield gJoba11y optjma1 Sbapcs. Thereforc, thcy arc intcrfaccd with an
cvolutionary optimizer. Differcnt strategies for mixing cvolutionary scarch and biological growth are comparcd.
Resuits arc obtained for fan disk shape problcms. They show that mixing evolutionary scarch with biological
growth improves the efficiency of the optimization. The method off ers to the designer ncw paths for a bettcr
component detennination. C 1998 John Wilcy & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUcnON ~
Finding the optimal Shape of a continuous Sb'Ucture is a central problem in mechanics. It arises
when minimizing the amount of material, when reducing stresses in critical regions, or when new
space requirements are imposed. Most recent studies avoid the use of simple pararnetric shape
descriptions, which result in a sizing problem, because they restrict the set of shapes that could
be produced. The two main strategies applied for shape ophmi7Ahon are either a macroscopic
description of the component boundaries (for example in terms of splines," 2) or a description
of the microstructure of the material (homogenization3. 4). ln both cases, the freedom gained in
the sb'Uctural part description bas a price in terms of nurnerical difficulties. Most macroscopic
approaches to shape optimization conjugate moving boundaries and finite element analysis. Finding
a mesh that accurately describes the mechanical component is a first difficulty. But it is also
necessary to obtain precise values of the sensitivities to shape changes in order to perform gradient-
based optimization, which is a costly procedure.s Even if precise sensitivities cao be calculated
and mathematical programming methods uscd, sbape optimization problems are in general
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non-convex, so !hat the globality of the resulting design is not guaranteed. Homogenization-based
strategies for topology (which includes shape) optimization avoid problems of boundary descrip-
tions and remeshing by computing the optimal porosity distribution in the structure. Yet, there
are limitations specific to homogenization: when a non-porous material is used, it is necessary to
post-process the result of the optimization in order to remove intermediate porosities. Homoge-
nization is limited to elastic materials. Finally, certain boundary conditions, like pressure, cannot
be imposed when homogenization is used.

Because shape optimization remains a challenging problem, alternative approaches have kept
appeariog. Noticeable among those are the ODes that mimick the way trees grow, called 'biologi-
cal growth',6 and the methods based on the use of global, stochastic, optimization procedures.7-IO
Biological growth is an effective heuristic for reducing stresses in localized regions. However, de-
signs produced by biological growth depend strongly on the startiog design, i.e. they may DOt be
globally the best solution. Simulated annealing and evolutionary algorithms, on the other band, are
stochastic optimizers that cao handle non-convex problems and look for the global optimum. The
principal drawback of these methods is their computational cost when dealing with numerically
expensive problems, like the ODes associated to finite elements models. ln References 7-10, simu-
lated annealing and evolutionary algorithms have bccn used to find optimal shapes, but always in
a discrete fashion, i.e. by partitioning the design space in subregions and by deciding whether to
put material in those subregions or DOt.

ln the present study, we optimize the shape of structural components whose boundaries are
described by B-splines. The continuous nature of the matter is therefore weil respected. The op-
timization is carried out using evolutionary search, biological growth, and a mix of evolutionary
search and biological growth. The thrust for coupling evolutionary and biological searches is the
expectation of achieving reliable, global optimization (which is the quality of evolutionary opti-
mizers) at a low computational cost (thaoks to the 'expert' contribution of biological growth).

The fust part of the paper presents the optimal shape determination problem. We next propose
an evolutionary approach to shape optimization. The third part of the paper describes two im-
plementations of biological growth, the generalized and the penalized biological growth, in order
to handle general shape problems. Strategies for mixing biological growth and evolutionary algo-
rithms are then discussed. Finally, comparative tests of the various optimization methods presented
are given for a fan disk shape problem.

2. OPTIMAL SHAPE PROBLEM

2.1. Objective function formulation

ln generaI, shape optimization problems have some of their boundaries that are free to move,
within certain conditions, while the others are fixed by manufacturing consideratioDS. Here, we
cali x the variables that code the position of the free boundaries, V the volume of the structure,
and Vo an upper bound on the volume. We further let Si be a set of na stress and ng geometry
related values, and srnow be their upper bounds. The optimization problem is formulated as,

Minimize f(x) = vIvo
such th~(x) = si/s,-llow - 1 ~O,

r(x) = si/~ - 1 ~O,
(1)= I,n.

=n. + 1, n. +ng

C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd. lnt. J. Humer. Meth. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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where r are a set of n" stress constraints, and r are ni constraints on the geometl'y of
the boundary. The constraints r are implemented through a penalty strategy. The constraints
r are Dot included here because they will implicitly be taken into account in the optimizers
(cf. Sections 3.2 and 4.1). Finally, the optimization problem is fonnulated as,

Minimize /P(x) = VIVo + p(maxi(g;tress(X») (2)

where (a) =max(a, 0) and pis a positive penalty factor.

2.2. Coding of the shapes and mesh generation

The varying boundaries are coded using B-splines.ll B-splines are a widespread way of rep-
resenting curves and surfaces in CADCAM applications. They permit the description of a large
number of possible shapes with a small number of parameters, while ensuring boundary continuity
and smoothness. ln the present application, B-splines of order 3 (degree 2) with nodes of multi-
plicity 1 are used. There are ni nodes in each of the nfb free boundaries, i = l, nfb. The resulting
B-spline curves are continuously differentiable and fully specified by the position of the nodes, i.e.
the variables x of the optimization problem (2) are the positions of the nodes. The order of the
B-spline is purposely taken small because it permits a local relationship between the points on the
curve and the poles: the B-splines are of order 2, which means that the position of a given point
on the curve depends only on the position of the 3 neighbouring nodes. The local influence of
the design variables facilitates the optimization by reducing interdependencies between variables
(what is called 'epistasis' in the evolutionary optimization literature).

Once the B-splines representing the contours of the component have been constructed, a Cree
mesh generator12 is used for ulterior finite element analysis. The choice of the mesh is impor-
tant for the accuracy of the finite element analysis. The mesh needs to be finer in the regions
of the component that endure the largest stress gradients. Most of the time, such critical regions
are located at the boundaries that have large curvature. Therefore, we force the mesh to be finer
on the curved boundaries by discretizing those boundaries in a large number of small segments.
Each segment will be at least one side of a distinct finite element. The smoothness of the bound-
ary is then regenerated by projecting the nodes of the quadratic finite elements on the B-spline
curves. The number of elements in the mesh is controlled by a required average element size
parameter, hsiu.

~

3. AN EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO SHAPE OPTIMIZATION

3.1. Evo/utionarya/gorithm

We consider in this study an evolutionary optimizer derived from steady-state genetic algo-
rithms with real variables encoding.13-1S A flow chatt of the algorithm is given in Figure 1.
The evolutionary search starts with the random choice of a set of design variables x's, caUed
the initial population. There are npop individuals or design instances in the initial population.
The shapes corresponding to those design variables x are then evaluated, and a normalized value
of the rank of each individual in the population is calculated based on the penalized objective
fonctions /p. The smaUer the value of /p, the higher the rank. Next, two individuals are se-
lected for 'reproduction' with a probability equal to their normalized rank in the population. Thus,
the best individual bas the highest probability of selection. A new design is generated through

C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd. lnt. J. Humer. Melh. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Figure 1. Flow cbart of an evolutionary optimizer

'Bat cross-over'. This cross-over is applied with a probability Pc. If crossover is Dot implemented,
the first of the two individuals is copied as child design. Otherwise, during cross-over, a breakpoint
in the design variables vector is randomly chosen. The new design point inherits the design vari-
ables located on the left of the breakpoint from the first parent design, and it inherits the design
variables on the right of the breakpoint from the second parent design. The design variable at the
breakpoint is a linear combination of the corresponding design variables in the parent designs. An
example of a Bat cross-over is shown hereafter where the breakpoint is taken at the third design
variable.

~

1v V
A.xfAxi .xr x'fParent

x1 4 4Parent 2:

or:Child: xf .x;a

where « E [0,1]

After a chi Id design bas been created through cross-over, a mutation operator is applied. Each
design variable Xi bas a probability Pm of being changed by mutation. If it is decided to mutate Xi,
a new value is taken as an instance of a random variable with Gaussian distribution centred on Xi.
The variance of the mutation is calculated such that, if Xi is equal to <xrm + x;oax )/2, where xrm

C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Lfd. Jill. J. Humer. Melh. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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and xrax are the lower and upper bound of XI, respectively, then there are 95.5 per cent chances
that the new Xi is between the bouods, i.e. the variance is equal ta (xF + xrax~/16. Finally,
the new design is analysed and it replaces the worst design in the population. This process is
repeated uotil the number of analyses ~hes an uppetbouod. NA_. The evolutionary search is
stochastic, which makes it a global optimizer that can dea1 with non-convex design spaces such
as those occurring in shape optimization.

3.2. Conslrainls handJing

There are two strategies for handling constraints, depending on their nature. If the relation
between the design variables and the constraint is complex, non-linear, and/or implicit, a penal-
ization of the objective fonction is used (cf. Section 2.1). This is usually the case for coostraints
onr.

On the other band, the relationship between the position of the potes and the constraints on the
position of the boundaries is sufficiently explicit to be accounted for directly in the evolutionary
algorithm. It improves the efficiency of die evolutionary search because it reduces die size of
the design &pace. To control the position of die boundaries, each B-spline node is assigned to a
polygonal domain of variation, defined by its corners (cf. for example Figure 4). There are no
restrictions on the polygon, which enables us to deal with geometrical constraints that are more
complex than bounds on the potes coordinates. The polygons limit the possible positions of the
B-splines because any point of a second order B-spline is inside the convex domain defmed by
its tbree acting poles. Non-overlapping polygons prevent us from creating loops in the boundaries.
The position of the potes is constrained to the interior of their respective polygons directly by
the evolutionary optimizer: the potes of the initial designs are taken in the polygons. Cross-over
and mutation are repeated until they generate a Cessible pole position. lterations on cross-over and
mutation are of a negligible numerical cost since one iteration consist only in two random number
generations (for the two co-ordinates of the pole) and one conditional test to check that the pole
is in the polygon.

~~

4. A HEURISTIC FOR SHAPE OPTIMIZATION: GENERALIZED BIOLOGICAL GROwm

4.1. Generalized biological growth

'Generalized biological growth. is a beuristic procedure for optimizing sbapes of mecbanical
components derived from the biological growth method described in Reference 6. Biological growth
pursues a state of constant stress at the surface of the structure by adding material wbere surface
stresses 0'ai8 are beyond ~. Similar intuitive optimization beuristics bave been proposed with
the Pattern Transformation Methodl6 and photoelasticity techniques.17

The beuristic applied in tbis study is called 'generalized biological growth. because material is
not only added but also removed at the boundaries if O'--(~JIU': or 0'ai8)~. respcctively.
Material is removed at underloaded places in orner ta find the lighte5t weight struçture. Material
addition at overloaded places contributes ta the satisfaction of the constraints on 0'ai8. One iter-
ation of generalized biological growth is described below. wbere D is the extemal normal at the
current node. s is a given step size. and N-- is the number of finite clement nodes contributing

bit. J. Hilmer. AI~,/t. Eit4IJg. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)C 1998 JOOn Wiley A Sons, ~
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to the displacement of the current B-spline pole i:

for ~h pole i of each moving bouodary, do:
N 8IMIr8 = 0

for each node d1at is closer to the current pole than any other pole, do:

N-œ. =N..IeI + 1 (3)
enddo loop on nodes, dxl = dXi/NnodCI

if. (XI + dx:;) is outside the bounding polygon then replace Xi by the intersection of

(XI + dX;) and the polygon. EIse, replace Xi by (XI + dx:;)

enddo loop on poles

Note that generalized biological growth keeps the B-spline poles inside the bounding polygons. The
parameter s conb"ols the sensitivity of the boundary to a=. constraint violations. An estimation
of s is given in Appendix. s ~ 10 mm is reasonable since a 10 per cent violation of dte consb'aints
on a=. induces a pole displacement of 1 mm.

Generalized biological growth is a simple heuristic for improving the shape of a solid. Under
the foUowing idealized conditions, biological growth would produce the optimal shape:

( 1) a local change of shape bas a local effect on the mechanical properties of the solid,
(2) removing material increases efforts locally, and vice versa,
(3) the optimal shape is sncb that efforts are equally distributed on the boundary of the solid.

ln reality, generalized biological growth helps improving a solid shape. Its effect is expected
to be problem dependent. however, because the trade-off between material addition and material
removal is decided by the loads distribution: a structure that bas a narrow region where constraints
on von Mises stresses are violated bas a different growth convergence dtan a structure where
excessive loadings are spread over varions locations. Generalized biological growth should fail if
materiaJ removal in a feasible subregion of dte component increases constraint violation in another
part of the component. To circumvent this problem, a penalized version of biological growth is
subsequently proposed.

4.2. Penalized biological growth

Generalized biological growth MaY yield structures where a=:ea is beyond dte allowable limit
(this is discussed in Reference 18). ln an attempt to avoid creating ÏDfeasible shapes, we develop
a pena1ization strategy that accounts both for the fact that constraints on 0:. are violated in
the structure and fOI' the rate of success of biological growth at getting nearer limiting values of
0:,. The rate of success of biological growth at finding designs near dte limit 0:, = e is
measured by a variable, r. r can be considered as a state variable that describes the ability of the
heuristic (pena1ized biological growth) at finding designs sncb that a=:ea ~ a::=. The penalization
procedUle replaces dx with (p(o=.,r)dx) if constIaints are violated and dx induces materiaJ
Joss. The rate of success r is updated after each iteration i of biological growth according to
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Negative values of r attest bad perfonnance of biological growth at satisfying constraints on a:.,I'
and vice versa. ~ is a problem related dimensionless step size that contrais the dependency of r
on ~;' rl/ ~r represents a cumulated distance to the constraint on ~I' Because s and ~
have similar rotes in equations (3) and (4), it is recommended to keep iliem at the same order of
magnitude.

The penalty function p( u:a, r) is formulated 50 as to satisfy the properties,

(5)

Thanks to tbose properties, a convergence towards light designs with 0=. > ~ can backtrack
to a heavier design as r becomes negative, and eventually starts a new convergence for low weight
designs.

The penalty function p(a=.,r) is built from two penalty fonctions PI(U...) and P2(r) that
cany the specified properties on Umilel and r, respectively. When r~O, the Most critical fonction
of PI and P2 is activated, while the opposite stands when r>O. More precisely, the penalization
scheme works as follows :

if (pole is removing material) and a=.>~, then:

if r>O, tben:

-1

I+a=.-~NaPI=

-1,-=1- 1+-r~ N,.

P =max(Pt, Pl) ~
else (r;:EtO) (6)

-1

l+o=.-~Ng
PI =2 ( -1

-1
-,.

1+-
Nr

P2=-I +

p = min(PI. pz)

endif

dx=pdx

endif

N, and N, IR two nonnalization factors. They IR related to r and (a=. - 0:=), ~-
tively. Theref~ dteir value is problem dependent. For our application, N, = 120 and N, = 100 IR
reasonable, as it can be seen from the plot of p(a:f:e.,r) on Figure 2. Numerical values for the
penaIized biological growth applied to a fan disk IR given in Section 6.

C 1998 ,. W"i)ey a. &... ~ /aL J. N_. AInA EII,... 41, 1463-1484 (1998)



Figure 2. Pcualty function p as a function of the optimizer state variable r and a=.. Nr = 120. N~ = 100
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5. MIXING GENERALIZED BIOLOGICAL GROWTH AND
EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZA nON

It is tempting to mix a global, stochastic optimization method such as the evolutionary search with a
local heuristic such as biological growth because bath procedures are complementary. Evolutionary
optimization produces high-Quality solutions, but at a very large computational cost since at least
a few thousands analyses are necessary to converge. Reciprocally, generalized biological growth
is a fast optimizer, but the produced design is just an improvement of the design used to start the
search.

Different strategies are conceivable to interface an evolutionary optimizer with a local improve-
ment heuristic. The MOSt straightforward implementation is to substitute some of the random
mutations by oriented mutations based on the heuristic. Alternatively, one could think of using the
heuristic to bias cross-over, but it would require the definition of a very problem specific 'smart'
cross-over operator. ln this study, we investigate the use of generalized biological growth as a
specialized mutation operator.

Various ways of applying specialized mutation are grill possible. The discussion will be based on
die risks that the heuristic mutation puts on the robustness of the evolutionary search. Experimental
results will be given in Section 6. The principal failure mode of evolutionary methods when
applied to computationally intensive problems is the risk of premature Joss of genetic diversity,
or 'premature convergence'. Under certain circumstances, the population is rapidly dominated by
clones of one individual, and the effectiveness of the evolutionary search is greatly reduced. Once
the population is close to being uniform, progress is left to die random mutation operator, i.e.
die evolutionary search degenerates into a random search. This type of convergence is said to be
premature if the dominating design is not optimal, which is likely to occur early in the search.

Note that specialized mutation is not a complete replacement of die usual random mutation.
Random mutation must in all cases be applied as die fundamental mechanism for preventing Joss
of genetic diversity in die population. If specialized mutation always improves the point at which
it is applied, then it should not be applied exclusively on the best design in die population. The
pitfall of such a strategy is to promote die best design tao early in die evolutionary search, which
will threaten genetic diversity. On die contrary, the following strategies for applying specialized
mutation guide the evolutionary search white preserving genetic diversity:

1. Biological growth is applied to all of the individuals in a population, which preserves the
balance of the population.

Int. J. Humer. Meth. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)CI 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Flow chart of the evolutionary sean:h mixed with biological growth

2. Biological growth is applied to the worst individual in the population.
3. Biological growth is applied to the initial population.

Those strategies are compared in Section 6. Generalized biological growth is applied for Ti it-
erations every Ta analyses. For example, if growth mutation is applied to aIl of the individuals
of the population, the population size is 50 individuals, and Ta = 150, Ti = 2, then 2 consecutive
populations are generated by biological growth, the equivalent of 1 population is generated by
evolutionary search, and the process is repeated. Biological growth needs to be applied right after
an analysis in orner to know the stress state in the solid. ln our implementation, the chi Id design
is either generated throUgh selection + cross-over + mutation, or by biological growth. A ftow
chart of the evolutionary algorithm with biological growth is given in Figure 3.

~~

6. RESULTS

6.1. Fan disk prob/em description

The detennination of the shape of a fan disk is an important industrial application of Sbape
optimization.19.20 The case presented here bas been fonnulated for the airplane engine manufac-
turer SNECMA. Because of the axisymmetry of the disk, the shape of the cross-section only needs
to be detennined. Axisymmetric, quadratic finite elements are used. The outside geometry of the
disk where the blades are fixed is not modelled. Nevertheless, the disk is submitted to centrifu-
gai forces due to its own rotation at a speed (J) and supplementary outwards forces Fblades that
account for the inertia of the blades are introduced. Note that such an axisymmetrical loading
is an approximation to the real problem where loading is not truly axisymmetrical. A complete
picture of the problem aIong with the boundary conditions is given in Figure 4. The disk is made

t
~
!

t

r1

C 1998 John Wiley &:. Sons, Ltd. Tnt. J. Humer. Metk Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Figure 4. Description of the fan disk shape optimization problcm. Polcs bounding polygoos fŒ the fine boundary description
are shown in dasbed line

of titanium alloy, which is assumed to remain elastic during the loading. The analysis is car-
ried out using the fuûte element code ZéBuLon 7}1 We seek to minimize the volume V of the
disk,

(1) by changing three of the boundaries (the three other boundaries are fixed) (cf. Figure 4),
(2) such that the boundaries remain within a certain region (cf. Figure 4),
(3) such that the maximum of the von Mises stresses ut:. is below the value ~,
(4) and such that the hoop stresses magnitude I~I on the boundary along the blades are

smaller tban a limiting value a91Jow.

Constraints on the boundaries of the disk ensure that the optimized Shape is compatible with the rest
of the engine parts. The boundaries where the disk is in contact with other engine components are
fixed. The constraints on ut:. and I~ 1 are the na = 2 stress constraints mentioned in Section 2.1.

Results of numerical experiments are presented for a disk made of titanium alloy at a tempera-
ture T=90°C. At fuis temperature, the properties of the alloy are: density p=4.45e-09kg/mm3,
Young's modulus E= 170000.0MPa, Poisson's ratio v=O.3, coefficient of thermal expansion
1X=9.3e-O6°C-I. The design values ~ and ~ being confidential, they will be discussed in

0 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd. lnt. J. NIDner. Melk Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Figure S. Dimeasions of die dilk aod polea polylOIIS f« die cœne bouDdary dcscriptioo

tenDS of distance to the allowable value. Similarly, the volume is discussed in tenDs of nonnalized
volume, VIVo. The principal dimensions of the disk cross-section are given on Figure 5. The disk
is rotating at an angular velocity w=563.316radls, and is submitted to an outwards pressure from
the blades, Fbladel = 73.474 MPa. ln the caIculation of the objective function /p, a reaaonable value
of the penalty parameter P was found experimentaIly to he P = 0.5.

The accuracy of our meshing procedure bas heen tested on the upper right design of Figure II.
Results of the tests are summarized in Table 1. Distances to maximal von Mises and hoop ~,
u=. and U:X' respectively, are given as a fonction of the mesh. The CPU time of the ulterior
finite element analysis is also indicated. It is seen that a=. and a;x increase by less than 1
per cent when the number of degrces of frcedom goes from 1240 to 3680. ~ = 30 (number of
degrees of freedom= 1856) is a good compromise between number of elements and efficiency.

The default parameters of the evolutionary algorithm are: population size "POP = 50, probability of
cross-over Pc = l, probability of mutation Pm = 0.1, maximum number of analyses N~ = 2000.
On a SUN SparcStation 20-612, the average time for one analysis is 108 CPU. 8.0s are taken
by the finite element analysis of die disk with about 1800 degrœs of fr=oIn, 1 8 is spent for
remeshing, the rest is spent during pre- and post-processing operations. Therefore, a 2000 analyses
nID takes S.5 h CPU.

C 1998 John Wiley a:. ScmI, Ud. l/1t. J. Numer. Meth. EIIgIIg. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Table

Number of degrees
of frecdoot

Distancefrœn
a=. to a:= (%)-

0.44
0-39
0030
0.00
0-00
0-10

-0-15
0079

Results of the finite element ana1ysis for different mesh ..

cru (.) of d1e
FElnalysis

48.5
21.4
16.1
8.7
6.1
4.6
3.8
3.0

DistaŒefiun
t1';" to tI-;'- (0;.)-

0-00
0-05
0.00
0-00
0.00
0.05

-0.40
-0-65

ha

10
18
20
30
40
50
70

100

3680
2520
2328
1856
1600
1496
1360
1240

Note: The rcfelalCe fŒ die stress values is takcn at Itlile = 30

The default parameters for the generalized and penalized biological growth are: growth step size
s = 10 mm, state variable step size Ar = 5, and the biological growth nonnalizing penalty factors
N, and Na are equal to 120 and 100. respectively. The parameters s and 6.r were cbosen among
the values s=2,5,IOmm and Ar=5,IO,20 based on a few nJns.

Two problems will be discussed. The first one, called 'coarse bouodary description', is such
that the first moving bouodary is represented by nI = 6 poles, the second moving bouodary bas
n2 =4 pales. and the third moving boundary bas n3 = 2 pales (cf. Figure 5). The total number of
continuous design variables for the coarse boundary description is thus (6 + 4 + 2) x 2 = 24 which
represents the number of degrees of frcedom of the poles. The second optimization problern,
refered to as 'fine bouodary description', bas nI = 12 pales on the first bouodary, while n2 and n3
remain eqUal to 4 and 2, respectively, for a total of (12 + 4 + 2) x 2 = 36 design variables.

~
6.2. Genera/ized and penalized biologica/ growth

Figures 6 and 7 show the comparative convergence of generalized and penalized biological
growth for the coarse and the fine boundary descriptions, respectively. Figure 7 results from the
average of 3 IUDS and Figure 6 represents a single run. The initial designs are chosen randomly, but
they are the same for the two versions of biological growth. For generalized as weil as penalized
biological growth, it can be seen that the progress in tenDS of objective function is very fast in the
first 10 analyses. This corresponds to the simultaneous reduction of volume and critical stresses.
However, in ail cases, dIe designs towards which biological growth converges are Dot feasible with
respect to ~ and 0'86. At convergence, 0':. and ~ are beyond their allowable values by
12.5-25 per cent and 25-75 per cent, respectively. An example of designs generated during one
run of generalized and penalized biological growth is given in Figure 8. Biological growth is a
heuristic for Shape improvement, but it is DOt an optimization procedure with a criterion to be
minimized and a strategy for changing design variables that guarantees feasibility of the final de-
sign. The principle throUgh which it improves shapes-add material on the boundaries where ~
is beyood ifs allowable value and vice versa-is prone to local convergence. Biological growth
starts sometimes oscillating around a design, as it cao be seen in Figures 6 and 7. The comparison
of generalized and penalized biological growth in Figures 6 and 7 shows that penalizing growth
pennits achieving more feasible designs. Generalized growth starts degrading the performance of
the designs it creates after 10 analyses because of excessive weight reduction and infeasibility.

C 1998 John Wiley .t; Sou. Ld 1111. J. N_. AInA E"",g. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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~ On the conrrary, penalized biological growth is a more stable procedure in tenns of feasibility.
However, the price paid by penalized biological growth is higher weight resulting designs.

Evcn thoUgh, with penalized growth, the overall state of constraint violation is taken into account
when removing material, the principle by which penalized and generalized biological growth work
remains the same: add material where stresses are large. Such a heuristic procedure is, as our fan
disk example shows, prone to convergence to a local infeasible optimum.

The best rate of improvement of the designs is obtained in the very first iterations of biological
growth. After 10 iterations, Dot only the improvement rate slows down, but also there is a risk of
degrading the designs obtained. For those reasons, it was decided to apply biological growth only
for a few iterations as a local irnprovement operator when rnixing it with evolutionary search.

6.3. /nterfacing generalized bi%gica/ growth and evo/utionary optimization

Tables Il and III give the average objective function value. ~, and the associated standard
deviation after 2000 analyses for ail algoriduns compareci here. The results are based on three
independent runs. For the disk shape problem, 2000 analyses are typically the price that tan be
paid for the optimization, 50 we take the perfonnance Ïp of the optimization after 2000 analyses
as our perfonnance criterion.

The algorithms compared are various implementations of mixed evolutionary and generalized
biological growth, evolutionary optimization only with two rates of mutation Pm. and a random

C 1998 loba Wiley &; Sous, Ltd lnt. J. Hilmer. M~th. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Figure 7. Comparison bctween gcneralizcd and penalized biological growth, fine boundary description, results avenged over
3nms

~

Table ll. Average objective function and standard deviation of the dilferent
algorithrns alter 2000 analyses, coarse boundary

Average objective
function value 4

Objective function
standard deviationDescription

0.596
0.572
0.565
0.555
0.559
0.567
0.557
0.568
0.563

0-012
0-005
0-005
0-008
0-007
0-007
0-003
0-006
0-005

Random hillclimber
No bio., p. =0.1
No bio., p. =0-2
Gen.bio., T. = 500, Tt= 1
Gen.bio., T.=400, Tt=4
Gen.bio., T. = 200, T, = 2
Gen.bio. to WOl'St, T. = 10, Tt = 1
Gen.bio. to WOfSt, Ta = 2, T, = 1
Gen.bio. to îniLpop., Ti = 4

Note: Baseci on 3 nms, the parameters that are DOt specified in the <:haracteristics are
the default paramctcrs

C 1998 John Wiley &; Sons, LkI. lnt. J. Humer. Melk Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Figure 8. Designs obtained by generalized and penalized biologicaJ growth, fine boUDdary description

hillclimber. The random hillclimber changes the position of the poles randomly using a Gaussian
distribution around the current poles positions. If therandom displacement results in an improve-
ment of the design, the design is saved and used as starting point for the next random perturbation
of the design. If the random jump does Dot produce a better design, the change is Dot saved and
the previous design is used as starting point for the next perturbation.

l
t

6.3.1. Biological growth versus random mutation. The effect of biological growth on the con-
vergence of an evolutionary optimizer can be seen in Figure 10. The curve denoted ohio. applied

C 1998 John Wiley &; Sons, Ltdc lnl. J. Nwne,.. Melh. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Table ill. Average objective fuoction and standard dcviatiOD of the
different aIgorithms after 2000 analyses. fine boundary

Average objective
function value

Objective function
standard dcviationDescription

0.570
0.560

0.005
0.002

No bio.. p. =0.1
Gen.bio.. T. = soo. Tt - 1

-
Note: Based 011 3 nIDS, Ille ~ !bat are Dot spccified in che ebaracrerlstics
are die default parameten

to pop.' shows the average characteristics of the population when 1 iteration of biological growth
is applied to each member of the population every 500 analyses. On the average, there results a
decrcase in volume and an increase of the stresses such that the average objective function value
increases.

The perfonnance of evolutionary optimization and evolutionary optirnization mixed with bio-
logicai growth are compared in Figure 9. The default versions of the algorithms have Pm =0.1.
With this setting, generalized biological growth helps the optimization since the average
objective function value at 2000 iterations is 0.559 against 0.572 without biological growth. It
is however possible that the benetit of biological growth is only due to the new solutions it brings
in the population, a fOIe that random mutation could play as weil. To study whether the ben-
etit of biological growth is real, a nID with a higher probability of mutation Pm = 0.2 and no
biological growth bas been perfonned. It yields an average objective "function ~ of 0.565. Be-
cause very large rates of random mutation seem to help the evolutionary search, the intensity of
stochastic changes is further increased to a maximum, which yields the random hillclimber. The
performance of the random hillclimber (0.596) is clearly worse than BOy version of evolutionary
or mixed evolutionary optimizer (cf. Table II and Figure 9). Thus, the performance of the evolu-
tionary search mixed with biologicai growth is steadily better than the perfonnance of evolutionary
optimizers with different amounts of random mutation. The changes performed by biologicai growth
cao heip the evolutionary search finding good designs faster than an extra amount of random mu-
tation could.

From the volume and stresses convergence in Figure 9, it is seen that the random hillclimber
achieves low volume designs that do Dot respect the constraints on stresses. On the contrary,
pure evolutionary search stalls at rather high volume designs. Biological growth appears to offer
a mechanism for reducing weights while keeping the constraints on stresses near feasibility.

6.3.2. Mixing strategy. Thrcc Sb'ategies have been investigated for mixing biological growth
with evolutionary search: biological growth is applied either simultaneously to the entire population,
or only to the worst of the population, or only to die initial population. ln order to co~ similar
intensities of application of biological growili. we define the frequency of application of biological
growth Fba as the number of individuals generated through biological growth over die number of
individuals generated by evolutionary search. For example, if biological growtb is applied to ail
individuals in die population for Ti iterations every Ta analyses, dIen Fba = (npopTi )/(Ta - npopTi).
If biological growth is applied only to the worst design of the population, Fbi = Ti/(Ta - TI), If
biological growth is applied to the initial population, FbI =(npopT/)/(N~ - npopTi).

C 1998 John Wi1cy .. Sou, LIdo
InL J. NIImtr. Melh. EIrgng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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Figure 9. Comperison between a random hillclimber, evolutionary search, and mixed biological growth and evolutionary
search, coarse boUDdary description, best individual, averaged over 3 runs

~.

t

We can compare in Table II the implementations 'gen.bio., Ta = 500, Ti = l', 'gen.bio. to worst,
Ta = 10, Ti = l'and 'gen.bio. to init.pop., Ti = 4', that ail have a frequency of application of
biological growth Fbg = 1/9. The effect of the three strategies on the average objective function,
normalized volume, u::es and az:;x in the population is plotted in Figure 10. The worst strategy
is to apply biological growth to the initial population only (Ïp = 0.563). A possible explanation
is that biological growth eliminates alternatives in the designs of the initial population that are
crucial for finding good solutions later in the search. Applying biological growth to the worst of
the population does Dot seem to affect very much the average performance of the search.:. The best
strategy is to apply generalized biological growth to the entire population, which yields fp = 0.555.

At a frequency of application of biological growth Fbg = 1/1, 'gen.bio., Ta =400, Ti =4',
'gen.bio., Ta=200, Ti=2' and 'gen.bio. to worst, Ta=2, Ti=l' can be compared. Once again,
applying biological growth to the worst of the population does Dot perform as weil as applying it

to ail of the population.
Table II can also be used to study what rate of application of biological growth should be

prefered. The comparison of 'gen.bio., Ta = 500, Ti = l', 'gen.bio., Ta = 400, Ti =4' and 'gen.bio.,
Ta =200, Ti =2' shows that a frequency Fbg = 1/9 is better than a frequency Fbl = 1/1. This is
confinned by the runs where biological growth is applied to the worst individual in the population.
'gen.bio. to worst, Ta = 10, Ti = l'and 'gen.bio. to worst, Ta = 2, Ti = l'. Furthermore, at a given
frequency Fbg and given a particular mixing strategy, there are also different ways of applying

1
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biological growd1 by changing the number of growd1 iterations TI and the periodicity of applica-
tion of biological growd1 Ta. For a particular Fbg' Ta measures the granularity of application of
biological growd1. 'gen.bio., Ta = 400, TI = 4' bas a lower average objective function value /p than
'gen.bio., Ta = 200, TI = 2' for the same Fbg = 1/1 (0.559 against 0.567), which indicates that a
large granularity Ta should be prefered.

6.4'. Optimal fan disk shapes

A summary of typical results of the mixed biological and evolutionary searches is given in
Figure Il. The first free boundary presents various shapes in good designs. The shapes cao be
characterized by the number of bulges, which goes from 1 to 3. The second and third ftee bound-
aries have similar shapes on ail good designs. The best design found bas 1 bulge, a normalized
volume of 0.54, a maximum von Mises stress ~ beyond ~ by 0.9 per cent, and a maximum
hoop stress oH beyond o1Blow by 0.35 per cent The best design was obtained using the coarse
boundary description. The emergence of the bulges seems to cali for material far from the blades,
and near the axis of rotation. The current encoding scheme, where B-spline potes are authorized
to move within certain polygons, permit creating bulges of rather restricted shapes. Optimized
designs found here cali for an encoding scheme that can handle stiffener-like shapes. It should
be noted that the number of bulges on the boundary is related to the number of potes describing

C 1998 John Wiley &; ~ Ltd. Inl. J. Hilmer. Melk Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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vol = 0.57; max m = -8.9
max t = -0.05; of = 0.573;
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Figure 11. Optimal fan disk shapes
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Figure 12. Geomeuy of the swelling region

the boundary but it does Dot depend on the implementation of the stochastic optimizer used (among
those presented in Tables Il and III). The coarse boundary description, that bas 6 moving B-spline
poles, will generally yield a final design with one or two bulges, while the fine boundary de-
scription that bas 12 poles on the first boundary usually yields three bulges after 2000 analyses.
The coarse boundary description does Dot allow sufficient degrees of freedom to the boundary for
it to form three singled-out bulges. On the other band, when a lot of poles are being used, the
problem is more complex and there are very little chances that the converged shape has less than
three bulges. ln that case, it is likely that a good yet complex shape appears early in the search
and spreads ifs characteristics in the population. This type of problem bas already been noticed
in Reference 22 for the topological design of non-planar wings. They proposed an approach to
this type ofproblem, caUed variable-complexity encoding, where the number of design variables
is increased during optimization.

r
7. CONCLUSIONS

An approach to shape optimization that combines a heuristic based on biological growth, and an
evolutionary optimizer bas been proposed. Boundaries are encoded using B-splines. The procedure
can accommodate a large variety of material behaviours and constraints. Results are presented with
regard to the optimal shape of a fan disk. The disk is designed for minimum weight with constraints
on admissible shapes, maximal von Mises stresses, and maximal hoop stresses in regions of the
disk near the blades.

ln the first part of the paper, two versions of biological growth have been studied. Generalized
biological growth is a heuristic that removes and adds material depending on the local state of
stresses at the boundary. Penalized biological growth further penalizes boundary displacements that
remove material depending on the global constraints satisfaction of the current design and depend-
ing on the aptitude of biological growth at getting near constraints satisfaction during previous
iterations. Both versions are very efficient at improving the designs during the first 10 iterations,
but they usually do Dot yield feasible designs. Nevertheless, penalized biological growth produces
designs nearer feasibility than generalized biological growth does.

The second part of the paper investigates fan disk shape optimization using an evolutionary
optimization method. The advantage of the evolutionary optimizer avec a random hillclimber is
verified. Next, generalized biological growth is mixed with the evolutionary optimizer under the
foTm of a specialized mutation procedure. Different strategies for interfacing biological growth and

C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd. lnt. J. Humer. Meth. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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evolutionary optimization, and different rates of application of biological growth are compared.
It is shown that the mixed optimizer is most efficient when biological growth is simultaneously
applied to the entire population of designs. Furthermore, the optimization procedure performs the
best when one individual out of ten is produced throUgh biological growth. The efficiency of the
optimizer is significantly improved by replacing some of the random mutations by iterations of
biological growth.

A logical extension of the present work would be to device a different encoding scheme, incor-
porating the idea of variable complexity, that can produce more general shapes, and specifically
stiffener-like shapes. By introducing the possibility for creating closed, interior boundaries, the pre-
sented methodology would directly generalize from shape optimization to topological optimization
problems.

APPENDIX

Estimation of s

This appendix gives an estimation of the step size parameter s of equation (3) for the case of
an elastic solid in rotation. s influences poles displacements throughout

~Jowq mises - mises D
dxj =dxj + S u!J!ow

lDJses

The calculation is based on the definition of a region of the component subjected to sweUing (the
'domain of optimization', cf. References 6 and 18). The domain of optimization cao be seen as a
thin axisymmetrical solid in rotation, subjected to an outward (constant) pressure on its externat
bouodary (due to centrifugai forces of the rest of the body), cf. Figure 12. Assuming plane stress
state and e ~ R, hoop stresses are approximated by ~.

U9 = urRfe (7)

Biological growth changes el, the width of the optimization domain, with a resulting stress state
U8.1 (and Umi-,1 = V1/3(u~ + ui.1 - U,U8,/», Since (u,R) is constant, U8 = u8,lel/e. The derivative

of Umitea with respect ta boundary moves is expressed as

CO'miscs

ce
OO'miICI 00'8--

00'8 oe
el

-0"8.1 ;2" (H)= = (2UI - Ur
60'--

which, evaluated in the ith configuration yields,

~ (al;)- (9)ôe
{20'B,t - 0',. PB,t

ool8i-.tet

Using a linear approximation of O"mises and setting O"miIes,i+l = ~~, one obtains,

(10)
(20'9,1- O'r)0'9'I(e,+l - el)=~~ - O'mises,i

60"mises,;e;

C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, LkL lnt. J. Humer. Meth. Engng. 41, 1463-1484 (1998)
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or,
( 6etO'D-.te O'miIeI,; - qaI~

et+\ - e; =
(20'9.; -0',. )O'9,t q8~"

Since (e;+1 - et) corresponds to dz; in equation (3), s is approximated by

6e;0'~;~.r~
\1.L}(20'8,; - 0', )0'8,1

For the rotating disk presented in Section 6 (0'mi-./~/«20'8,; - O")0'8,;)~ 1, and based on
Reference 18, one sets eo = 5 mm (the authors took eo = 10 mm for a larger structure), so that

s ~ 30 mm. This validates the order of magnitude of s in Section 6 (s = 10 mm).

~
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